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Introduction: Motivations 

Personal experience: I have worked as 

- Teacher in Human Computer Interaction (HCI) and 

member of different HCI Societies 

- Coordinator of ASSO project and designer of SDA 

software  

- Data visualization designer 

- Data analysis theses supervisor  

Observation: few connection between data analysis and 

HCI methodology.  

The user is often ignored in data analysis thus the 

reason of my talk. Make a bridge between the domains. 



The place of the user in software 

design methodology 

 
 Reason: HCI development due to the fact 

that software on first personal computers not 

used because of the interface. More generally 

bad appropriateness between the software 

and the user. 

 Objective of User Centred Design 

methodology: To design a software which will 

be adapted to the user and which will be 

integrated in his work space 



The place of the user in software 

design methodology 

 
• Different stages for the user  and different 

methods: 

 

Before the design: User Context analysis 

During the design: Software engineering 

Evaluation methods 

•   

 



The place of the user in software 

design methodology 

 User Context Analysis 

 Three actors in the software context: User, 

Environment, Task 

Necessary to identify these three segments before the 

design. Can be done with a check list. 

User: who? Age? Mental ability? Background? 

Knowledge? Motivation? 

Environment: which hardware power?, which 

software? 

Tasks: general goal?, alternatives?frequency? , 

accepted duration?  



The place of the user in software 

design methodology 

 Waterfall model 

 

 

  

Application 

description 

System design 

Product 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Requirements 

specification 

A  Initiation 

B  Analysis or 

requirements 

gathering 

C  Design 

D  Implementation 

F  Validation, verification and testing 

E  Operations and management 

= representation = process or activity 

Traditional « waterfall » model of system development 



The place of the user in 

software design methodology 
 The W Model 

Analysis 

Design 

Analysis 

Implementation 

Design 

Implementation 

The W model of system development (from a talk by John Harrison at the 

Department of Trade and Industry (DTI), UK, 22 June 1992 



The place of the user in 

software design methodology 
 Spiral Model 

The spiral model of the software process (Boehm, 1988 : © 1988 IEEE) 



The place of the user in software 

design methodology 

 Evaluation with users 

- Can be done at different stages 

- For different goals (formative or normative) 

- With different criteria (execution time, quality 

ratio, subjective satisfaction, learning time, 

remanence time) 

- Many different methods (case studies, field 

studies, surveys, experiment type) 

- Some specialists like H. Purchase have 

identified good practices for experiments in 

HCI. 

-   

 

 



Data Analysis Design: Context 

 In Data Analysis, we have to distinguish 2 
cases: 

1. To analyse  given data with existing methods 
or a with a new one (application) 

2. Propose a new method, without given data. 

 

Case 1: users, problem, questions are known 

Case 2: no specific data, no specific problem, 
no specific users BUT at validation stage, use 
of data and hypotheses on problem and 
questions. 



Symbolic Data Analysis: Practice 

 Context Analysis in data analysis : 

USER 

the user identification is not clear: is it the data owner 

(biologist, engineer, physician) or the statistician? 

ENVIRONMENT 

Which computer power is available to deal with the ‘Big 

Data’? Which computer power is necessary to use our 

method? 

TASK 

In case 2, is the problem that we try to solve really 

linked to the data or do we invent a problem for using 

our method? 



Symbolic Data Analysis: Practice 

 In SODAS project, we did a check list to 

identify our users coming from official 

statistical institution and their environment. 

 Users were associated in the design and at 

the different stages of evaluation. Validation 

report was written essentially by the users in 

3 sites. 

 

 

 



Evaluation: practice in SDA 

 General practice in data analysis, case 2 (and 

in SDA): validation by the author of the 

method, with different data sets: no real 

problem, no real users are considered. But  

comparison between different methods. 



Evaluation in HCI and in visual 

data analysis 

 In HCI, papers are refused if there is no 

evaluation with users but many evaluations 

are done with users which are not true users 

but students. 

 Lam, Bertini, Isenberg, Plaisant, Carpendale 

have identified and discussed 7 scenarios for 

visual data analysis evaluation, based on 

over 800 publications. Some of them can 

inspire (symbolic) data analysis. 



Evaluating InformationVisualization 

 Scenario VDAR: Evaluating visual data 

analysis and reasoning  

 Scenario UE: Evaluating User Experience 

 Scenario VA: Visualization algorithms  



VDAR: Evaluating visual data 

analysis and reasoning 

 The evaluation is process oriented: 

- How the tool supports the analytic process? 

- How does it supports the communication of 

analysis results? 

Methods: 

- Case studies with domain experts (qualitative 

results) 

- Laboratories observation and interviews 

- Controlled experiment for isolated  important 

factors. (metrics) 

 



Evaluating User Experience 

 How specific features affect user 

performance? 

 Objectively measured metrics like task 

completion time, task accuracy (error rate) or 

subjective preference.  

 Statistical, ANOVA analysis. 



Evaluating Visualization algorithms 

Goals 

 How a given solution scores in comparison to 

selected alternatives 

 Exploring limits and behavior of the algorithm 

according to data size, data complexity, 

special cases, etc 

 



Evaluating Visualization algorithms 

Questions 

 Is the algorithm faster than other state-of-the-

art techniques? Under what circumstances? 

 How does the algorithm scale to different 

data sizes and complexities? 

 How does the algorithm work in extreme 

cases 

Methods 

common validation methods with standard 

benchmarkingdata sets of different sizes. 



Evaluating Visualization algorithms 

Other Questions: 

 Which algorithm shows the patterns of 

interest better? 

 Which algorithm povides a more truthful 

representation of underlying data? 

 

To my opinion, these questions are related to 

the data type and the user profile and cannot be 

solved outside any context. 



Conclusion 

 Evaluation will become increasingly  

important in the field of SDA. 

 The process is complex because it concerns 

not only measurable quality of the methods 

but also their ability to support reasoning 

about data in a precise context. 

 



Recommendation 

 Be clear on what we intend to evaluate: 

assess the method on the level of data size, 

complexity, etc,  or evaluate the usability of 

our method for reasoning about the data. 

 If we have an application problem, include 

true users in the process. 

 Precise goals and questions before designing 

methods and choosing evaluation methods. 
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Thank you for your attention. 

Your questions? 


